FOOD AND SUPPLEMENTS

Art. 18031 Crabworx Hermit Crab Food Tablets
16g (0.56 oz), small container with colour label.
• Food for land Hermit Crab
• With added calcium for a healthy carapace
• Can be fed daily
Crabworx food pellets are scientifically formulated to meet the nutritional needs of land Hermit Crabs. The extremely palatable food pellets remain putty-like making it easier for crabs to eat small pieces or the entire pellet.

Art. 18025 Crabworx Water Conditioner
Blistor packed.
• Neutralizes chlorine and heavy metals
• Makes tap water safe
Crabworx Water Conditioner is a safe way of removing chlorine and heavy metals from your crabs drinking and bath water. Repeated exposure to chlorine can cause外壳s to form on the crab’s gills that may result in suffocation or even death.

CRABWORX GRAVEL
Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel makes the ideal bottom substrate for land Hermit Crabs. The extra fine gravel will make your crabs feel like they are on a beautiful beach in the tropics. Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel can easily be cleaned with the Crabworx Beach Scoop.

Art. 18046 Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel
White 2 kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

Art. 18044 Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel
Black 2 kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

Art. 18042 Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel
Rainbow 2 kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

FOOD AND DRINKING AND PLAYING

Art. 18041 Crabworx Diner
Colour display box and hang tag.
• Feeding station for land Hermit Crabs
The Crabworx Diner makes it easy to ensure crabs have an ample supply of food. Excellent for environments that contain large or multiple crabs.

Art. 18022 Crabworx Meal
Colour display box and hang tag.
• Sleeping space for land Hermit Crabs
Crabworx Meal makes a great place for crabs to rest and stay out of the light during the day while they sleep.

Art. 18033 Crabworx Drinking Pool
Colour display box and hang tag.
• Drinking area for land Hermit Crabs, colour display box and hang tag.
• Prevents drinking sponges from quickly drying out
Crabworx Drinking Pool is an ideal way to ensure that your crabs have easy access to ample amounts of drinking water. Simply place one or two drinking sponges in the pool then add dechlorinated fresh drinking water until a small amount of water remains in the pool. Drinking Pool and sponges should be cleaned daily.

Art. 18057 Crabworx Beach Scoop
Polybag with header.
Crabworx Beach Scoop is a convenient tool for keeping your crab’s habitat clean and tidy. Use the Crabworx Beach Scoop to remove uneaten food and waste from the gravel or sand without removing the entire contents of the habitat.

FEEDING, DRINKING AND PLAYING

Art. 18049 Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel
Rainbow 2 kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

Art. 18044 Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel
Black 2 kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

CRABWORX SHIELDS
Crabworx Shells provide a new home for your growing Hermit Crab. Several different sized shells should be made available in order to prevent crabs from fighting over shells or not being able to find an appropriately sized new home.

Art. 18076 Crabworx Small Shell
3 pieces to polybag with header.
• Assorted, non-painted.

Art. 18075 Crabworx Medium Shell
1 piece to polybag with header.
• Assorted, non-painted.

Art. 18068 Crabworx Large Shell
1 piece to polybag with header.
• Assorted, non-painted.

ARTIFICIAL HABITAT

Art. 18011 Crabworx Diner
Colour display box and hang tag.
• Feeding station for land Hermit Crabs
The Crabworx Diner makes it easy for you to ensure that your Hermit Crab have easy access to ample amounts of drinking water. Simply place one or two drinking sponges in the dish and then add dechlorinated fresh drinking water until a small amount of water remains in the dish. The Crabworx Water Dish and drinking sponges should be cleaned daily.

Art. 18052 Crabworx Feeding Dish
Colour label.
The Crabworx Feeding Dish makes it easy to ensure that your crabs have an ample supply of food. Ideal for feeding your Hermit Crab a variety of different foods.

Art. 18063 Crabworx Drinking Sponges
2 pieces to polybag with header.
• Drinking sponge for land Hermit Crabs
• Helps maintain humidity
Crabworx Drinking Sponges ensures a safe and easy way of providing drinking water to land Hermit Crabs, while helping to maintain optimum humidity levels.

Art. 18066 Crabworx Cocohut
Hang tag.
The Crabworx Cocohut makes a great place for Hermit Crabs to rest and stay out of the light during the day while they sleep. The surface of the hut is also great for climbing.

Art. 18072 Crabworx Fun-arium
Colour label.
• Provides a safe living environment for land Hermit Crabs
Crabworx Fun-arium provides a safe living environment for land Hermit Crab. It provides adequate air circulation as well as an easy open door and lid to perform routine maintenance.

THERMOMETERS AND HYGROMETERS

Art. 18035 Crabworx Hygrometer
Blistor packed.
• For monitoring terrarium humidity levels
• Optimum humidity 60% to 80%
• Easy to read and install

Art. 18111 Crabworx Thermometer
Blistor packed.
• For monitoring terrarium temperature levels
• Optimal temperature 22 to 27°C (72 to 81°F)
• Easy to read and install

Art. 18116 Crabworx Liquid Crystal Thermometer
Blistor packed.
• For monitoring terrarium temperature levels
• Optimal temperature 22 to 27°C (72 to 81°F)
• Easy to read and install
FOOD AND SUPPLEMENTS

Art. 18051 Crabworx Mermaid Crab Food Pellets 16g (0.56 oz), small container with colour label.
• Food for land Hermit Crabs
• With added calcium for a healthy carapace
• Can be fed daily
Crabworx food pellets are scientifically formulated to meet the nutritional needs of land Hermit Crabs. The extremely palatable food pellets remain putty-like making it easier for crabs to eat small pieces or the entire pellet.

Art. 18052 Crabworx Water Conditioner
Bottle packed.
• Neutralizes chlorine and heavy metals
• Makes tap water safe
Crabworx Water Conditioner is a safe way of removing chlorine and heavy metals from your crabs drinking and bath water. Repeated exposure to chlorine can cause blisters to form on the crab’s gills that may result in suffocation or even death.

Art. 18053 Crabworx Mermaid Crab Health Black
25g (0.88 oz), bottle packed.
• Food supplement for land Hermit Crabs
• With added calcium for a healthy carapace
Crabworx Health Black ensures a strong, healthy carapace. Rich in calcium, Hermit Crabs scrape and eat the black as they search for extra food in their tank.

FOOD AND SUPPLEMENTS

Art. 18046 Crabworx Extra Fine Grain
Rainbow 2kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

Art. 18047 Crabworx Extra Fine Grain
Black 2kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

Art. 18048 Crabworx Extra Fine Grain
White 2kg (4.4 lb), colour polybag.

CRABWORX GLASS
Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel makes the ideal bottom substrate for land Hermit Crabs. The extra fine gravel will make your crabs feel like they are on a beautiful beach in the tropics. Crabworx Extra Fine Gravel can easily be cleaned with the Crabworx Beach Scoop.

CRABWORX GLASS

Art. 18043 Crabworx Beach Scoop
Polybag with header
Crabworx Beach Scoop is a convenient tool for keeping your crab’s habitat clean and tidy. Use the Crabworx Beach Scoop to remove unscented food and waste from the gravel or sand without removing the entire contents of the habitat.

FEEDING, DRINKING AND PLAYING

Art. 18054 Crabworx Eater Colour display box and hang tag.
• Feeding station for land Hermit Crabs
The Crabworx Eater makes it easy to ensure crabs have an ample supply of food. Excellent for environments that contain large or multiple crabs.

Art. 18055 Crabworx Meal
Colour display box and hang tag.
• Feeding station for land Hermit Crabs
Crabworx Meal is a great place for crabs to rest and stay out of the light during the day while they sleep. The surface of the top is also great for climbing.

CRABWORX GLASS

Art. 18056 Crabworx Drinking Pool Colour display box and hang tag.
• Drinker for land Hermit Crabs, colour display box and hang tag
• Prevents Drinking Sponges from quickly drying out
Crabworx Drinking Pool is an ideal way to ensure that your crabs have easy access to ample amounts of drinking water. Simply place one or two drinking sponges in the pool then add drinking water until a small amount of water remains in the pool. Drinking Pool and sponges should be cleaned daily.

Art. 18057 Crabworx Food Nano-current Colour display box and hang tag.
• Provides a safe living environment for land Hermit Crabs
Crabworx Fun-a-rium provides a safe living environment for land Hermit Crabs. It provides adequate air circulation as well as an easy open door and lid to perform routine maintenance.

CRABWORX GLASS

Art. 18058 Crabworx Nano-pack Colour display box and hang tag.
• Ornament for land Hermit Crab environments
Crabworx Nano-pack makes a cool place where crabs can play or just hang out.

CRABWORX SHELLS
Crabworx Shells provide a new home for your growing Hermit Crab. Several different sized shells should be made available in order to prevent crabs from fighting over shells or not being able to find an appropriately sized new home.

Art. 18073 Crabworx Small Shell
3 pieces to polybag with header.
• Assorted, non-painted.

Art. 18074 Crabworx Medium Shell
1 piece to polybag with header.
• Assorted, non-painted.

Art. 18075 Crabworx Large Shell
1 piece to polybag with header.
• Assorted, non-painted.

THERMOMETERS AND HYGROMETERS

Art. 18013 Crabworx Hygrometer Bottle packed.
• For monitoring terrarium humidity levels
• Optimum humidity 60% to 80%
• Easy to read and install

Art. 18014 Crabworx Thermometer Bottle packed.
• For monitoring terrarium temperature levels
• Optimal temperature 22 to 27 °C (72 to 81 °F)
• Easy to read and install

Art. 18015 Crabworx Liquid Crystal Thermometer Bottle packed.
• For monitoring terrarium temperature levels
• Optimal temperature 22 to 27 °C (72 to 81 °F)
• Easy to read and install